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Problem: Given a passage and a query, predict the
start and end indices in the passage to answer the
question, or predict “No Answer”
Data: The SQuAD is used to approach this problem

Effects of making the QANet model more complex

Indicates error in
model

Example output from baseline w/
character embeddings

QANet Architecture

Large improvement from ensuring
output, model, and attention layers
are all more complex

Implemented Encoder, Model, and Output layers from QANet model:

Large drop
in loss from
adding
residual
connections

Loss is too high,
compared with
baseline (3.05)

SimpleModel: Single encoder block with single-head
attention for encoder and decoder layers, with residual
connection only in encoder feed-forward layer
ResidConn: Added residual connection for convolution and
self-attention components
QANetOut: Replaced BiDAF output layer with QANet
Output Layer, which now takes in three matrices
StackedMod: Replaced three single encoder blocks in
model layer with three stacked encoder blocks (stack
size=4)
Multi-Head: Replaced single-head attention with multihead attention in self-attention encoder blocks
FullQA: Includes dropout, layer normalization, and stack
size of 6 for stacked encoder blocks in model layer
Baseline:
Best score:
BiDAF model w/o character
BiDAF baseline with character
embed
embeddings:
Train:
Train:
Dev NLL: 3.05, F1: 61.53, EM: Dev NLL: 3.10, F1: 61.57, EM:
58.24
58.12
Test:
Test:
NLL: 3.06, F1: 61.27, EM: 58.46 NLL: 2.94, F1: 62.29, EM: 59.10

Conclusion and Future Directions
• Residual connections throughout the encoding
layer are vital in reducing the loss (Dev NLL)
• Increased complexity in one component of the
model should have corresponding increased
complexity in related components of the model
• Future: Tune parameter such as dropout rate
to lower training loss and investigate layers
since the fullQA model only predicts “No
Answer”
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• QANet diagram from QANet paper1
• Attention equations from “Attention is all you need” paper2
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